INTRODUCED BY SEN. SERINO -- READ TWICE AND ORDERED PRINTED, AND WHEN PRINTED TO BE COMMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

AN ACT TO AMEND THE PUBLIC HEALTH LAW, IN RELATION TO REQUIRING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO POST ON ITS WEBSITE CERTAIN DATA RELATING TO COVID-19 CASES IN HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1. THE PUBLIC HEALTH LAW IS AMENDED BY ADDING A NEW SECTION 206-C TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

§ 206-c. Special requirements with respect to COVID-19 data. 1. For the purposes of this section, the following terms shall have the following meanings:

(a) "Hospital" has the same meaning as defined by section twenty-eight hundred one of this chapter, and shall include any temporary health care facility in New York state established by the state or federal government in response to the COVID-19 pandemic or any other pandemic-related response.

(b) "Nursing home" has the same meaning as defined by section twenty-eight hundred one of this chapter.

2. The commissioner shall compile and post on the department's website in a conspicuous location and in a format capable of download in a spreadsheet format, the following data on a weekly basis:

(a) The total number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 and deaths resulting from COVID-19 in nursing homes in New York state;

(b) The total number of individuals with a confirmed case of COVID-19 transferred from a nursing home to a hospital in New York state;

(c) The total number of confirmed deaths of individuals transferred from a nursing home to a hospital resulting from a confirmed case of COVID-19; and

(d) The total number of individuals with a confirmed case of COVID-19 discharged from a hospital to a nursing home.

EXPLANATION--MATTER IN ITALICS (UNDERSCORED) IS NEW; MATTER IN BRACKETS [ - ] IS OLD LAW TO BE OMITTED.
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3. The data posted pursuant to subdivision two of this section shall be organized by county, date, nursing home, and hospital, and shall include data retroactive to March first, two thousand twenty.

§ 2. This act shall take effect immediately.